As indexers become publishers, we come to understand the problems of our masters. In particular, as we sadly admit that we cannot afford the indexing of our own publications (how we would love to have a cumulative index to all thirty-six years’ worth of The Indexer! And the plaint recurs in the newsletters, ‘Will anyone volunteer to compile an index...?’); or at least, we cannot pay what indexers regard as a proper fee—nor willingly grant them what they regard as a proper time—nor, perhaps, even find the ideal, willing and available indexers for our tasks—we appreciate, and perhaps forgive, some of the problems we have recounted of our professional lives. Indexer-publishing can only be of benefit to the publishing world, both in the excellence of the products it provides, and in its improvement of indexer–publisher relations.

Meanwhile, The Indexer remains the societies’ mutual scholarly publication, internationally distributed to the academic community: well established as the sole such regular publication focusing solely upon indexing itself, the art/craft/science/profession—and not failing to find material, as so foolishly forecast in 1961.

Hazel K. Bell
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INDEXING, PROVIDING ACCESS TO INFORMATION:
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING AHEAD
The 25th Anniversary Meeting of the American Society of Indexers
May 20-22, 1993
Old Colony Inn
Alexandria, Virginia
(CLOSE TO NATIONAL AIRPORT AND THE HEART OF OLD TOWN ALEXANDRIA)

SOCIETY OF INDEXERS
1994 Conference
Norwich City College, Norwich, Norfolk
15-17 July 1994
Application forms will be sent to all members of SI during Autumn 1993
For further information contact Jill Halliday
The Old Maltsters, Pulham St Mary, Diss, Norfolk IP21 4QT